CSS Platinum Crew Check.

Do you conduct employee
background & security checks?
Superyachts and Maritime vessels are prime targets for criminal organisations.
A company's greatest strength and liability are their people. Crew and employees
have a trusted role, they ultimately form part of the family and have access to the
internal working of a vessel, the systems and sensitive information.
It’s vital to check for indicators of any unwanted activities that could result in risk to
safety, security or reputation.

Intelligence driven, AI and Dark web
background checks with Crew Check
CSS Platinum’s Crew Check service uses industry-leading intelligence sources and AI tools
to provide a complete investigation across all layers of the internet.
Crew Check utilises millions of global data feeds across open source and close sourced
data systems; a full analysis and risk report provides a 360-background check on an
individual – highlighting any risk and providing mitigations on improvements to support
the individual and the organisation.
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One risk report
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What would Crew Check provide you?
Crew Check enables businesses to understand and manage the risks that their people present through their online digital footprint. Crew
Check performs deep and comprehensive web and data checks across millions of data feeds into one report providing recommendations
and mitigations on any security risks.
Profiles of crew and employees
Improved regulatory compliance
Greater employee retention
Protection for all parties
Validation for both employee and employer
Report provided 10 days from assessment
No hassle, outsourced process to cyber-security specialist
Build your cyber-security strategy
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Criminal background checks are not enough
A criminal background checks is limited due to the transient lifestyle of crew - moving from country to country is standard due to the
nature of the job. A criminal background check will provide information around any criminal acts in the prospective employees’ country of
birth but does not cover time spent travelling and working in other countries.

Utilise the power of AI Technology
AI technology can provide comprehensive checks across millions of data feeds including the dark web. CSS Platinum deliver one report in a
matter of days from $125 per candidate* which also includes recommendations and mitigations of any security risks. Protect what is most
valuable to you.

What information will Crew Check analyse?
Crew Check will identify information that is available or for sale, about a crew member across the internet, including all social and news
platforms. Crew Check provides validation on data, providing analysis and reporting on any risks.

For more detailed information or an example report please email support@cssplatinum.com

Dedicated to the Maritime Industry
CSS Platinum is a international cyber-security company dedicated to the maritime community; we are
committed to protecting our clients from crime organisations targetting the superyacht and maritime
industries.
CSS Platinum help our clients develop their cyber-security, protect their data and become hard to hack.

*Pricing based on a contract of 100+ crew checks required
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